WIRE COLLECT

I WARMLY SUPPORT CHOOSING OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR FOR HEAD OF NEW YORK SCHOOL SYSTEM

E.R.

Bernays
MRS FRANKLIN D ROOSEVELT
WASHINGTON SQUARE WEST NYK

WILL YOU TELEGRAPH US DAYLETTER COLLECT FOR POSSIBLE PUBLICATION YOUR FIFTY WORD STATEMENT TO HELP CRYSTALLIZE PUBLIC OPINION IN SUPPORT OF OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR AS NEW YORK SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT. SELECTION SHORTLY TO BE MADE BY BOARD EDUCATION. EXPERTS COMMITTEE HEADED BY WILLIAM KILPATRICK INCLUDING JOHN W. STUDEBAKER, ERNEST O. MELBY AND WILLARD E. GIVENS OF NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION HAS AFTER RESEARCH RECOMMENDED WILLARD E. GOSLIN, NOW MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT AS OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR TO FILL JOB, FROM AMONG OTHER NAMES SUBMITTED OF NON-NEW YORKERS. GOSLIN EXPERIENCED MODERN STRONG HONEST EDUCATOR WITH SPLENDID RECORD.

FRED ERNST, NOW ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT IN CHARGE NEW YORK HIGH SCHOOLS IS generally regarded as MAN OF COMPARABLE STATURE. USUAL SELF-SEEKING ELEMENTS ARE PUSHING THEIR OWN MEN TO FILL JOB. EDUCATION BOARD MEMBERS WILL UNDOUBTEDLY BE STRENGTHENED IN ENDEAVOR TO APPOINT BEST AVAILABLE CANDIDATE IF NEW YORK PUBLIC OPINION STRONGLY AND ACTIVELY SUPPORTS THESE CANDIDATES IN INTERESTS GOOD EDUCATION FOR FORWARDLOOKING DEMOCRACY. SUPERINTENDENT SCHOOLS NEW YORK PLAYS IMPORTANT PART IN ORIENTATION AND EFFICIENCY OUR SCHOOLS END ONE.
AND IS SYMBOL FOR COUNTRY'S EDUCATIONAL PATTERN. MY SOLE CONCERN AS GRADUATE PUBLIC SCHOOL 184 AND DEWITT CLINTON HIGH SCHOOL IS THAT OF PRIVATE CITIZEN INTERESTED IN SOUND DEMOCRATIC EDUCATION. AMONG THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY WIRED US THEIR SUPPORT ARE: MISS WINIFRED FISHER, NEW YORK ADULT EDUCATION COUNCIL; STANLEY M. ISAACS, COUNCILMAN; FRANK E. KARELSN, CHAIRMAN EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR BETTER SCHOOLS FOR NEW YORK'S CHILDREN; JOSEPH P. LASH, DIRECTOR, UNION FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION; MRS. ELEANOR G. NEALE, PRESIDENT, NEW YORK CITY LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS AND MRS. FRANCIS D. POLLAK, PRESIDENT, TEACHERS GUILD ASSOCIATES.

EDWARD L. BERNAYS 26 E. 64TH ST. NYC

THE QUICKEST, SUREST AND SAFEST WAY TO SEND MONEY IS BY TELEGRAPH OR CABLE
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